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as you might have noticed there are not that many companies making arabic fonts. the reason for that might be the fact that one cannot make any money by designing arabic or persian typefaces. so most of the efforts in this field is done by a few companies (like linotype, monotype, and some others) outside the middle east. i list them all in the near future in another post
about commercial arabic and persian (farsi) fonts, but here i introduce the available free fonts i find most useful. an experimental font for georgian and latvian, designed by dzirko gabreš. it is currently undergoing heavy testing and can be found only in svg format. this should not be confused with the original latvian font called teltt. the jamustika typeface is a beautiful free
font that is open source and can be used for free. it is compatible for ubuntu, windows and mac. if you want to download this typeface in iso 9660 format, click on the link given below. the download of this font should be considered as read-only only. as per the information provided by the designer, please do not copy, distribute or modify this font. the jamustika typeface is a

free font and its design will be directly and indirectly used for paid and free projects. if you consider this font as your property, please contact the designer. in case the designer gives you permission to use the font, you should include his/her name on the font. calibri is a typeface from microsoft that was first introduced on august 6, 1998. it is now part of the microsoft
windows operating system as a built-in system font. it was an official font of windows xp sp2 and above. since then, it has been supplied to all major commercial operating systems that are based on the windows platform including mac os x, ios, and android.
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